Due to expansion and laziness, Kneeslider are currently recruiting for the following positions:
Please send your CV & covering letter to info@kneeslider.net explaining why you would be suitable.
You must be over 21 years of age to be considered for these opportunities

M&M / Skittle / Smartie Separator
No experience necessary, full training given
The purpose of this role is to separate the colours of the aforementioned sweets and group them by
colour for each band member to gorge throughout their performance
Pre-Gig Butt Wiper
Must be experienced in this field
Each member normally enjoys a pre gig dump and as the Kings of “Cut & Paste” we can’t be doing
with keeping the royal cheeks clean. This role will also entail toilet door security within
establishments that trend the busted lock and no bog roll set up
Private Party Buffet Specialist
No experience necessary, but must be competent in juggling
You will be experienced in queue jumping and knocking out the kids & grannies who like to get their
sticky fingers on the food. You will have the ability to balance four paper plates on one arm whilst
sweeping the food tables with the other and loading us up. We want dibbs on the best pickings, not
just the scraps at the end of the night
Bar Runner
No experience necessary but must be light on your feet
We get 15 minutes break between sets, that’s it. Your job will be to seek out and refill our empty
glasses at every opportunity with the band members preferred beverage. At the end of each gig, all
of the band like to enjoy a coffee whilst breaking down the equipment. That’s our thing. You will
ensure that coffee is served immediately after we alight the stage and you must be confident, quick
and powerful at throat punching staff that refuse
Rehearsal Room Fluffer
No experience necessary, full training given
Tuesday nights is rehearsal night, boys night, man loving night. As middle aged, hard working men,
we sometimes struggle. Your role will entail the “fluffing” of each band member to such a state that
they can perform. You will not be touched whilst performing these duties

For the right candidate who could perform all of these duties, we will create the role of “Supreme
Band Bitch”, and you will earn your seat in the Kneevan accompanying us on our World Tour Of
Hampshire.

